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Abstract—Video streaming has become the major source of
Internet traffic nowadays. In addition, content delivery network
providers have adopted Video over HTTP/TCP as the preferred
protocol stack for video streaming. In our previous work, we
have shown how TCP variants play a definite role in the quality
of video experience. In this paper, we research several mecha-
nisms within TCP slow start phase to enhance video streaming
experience. We utilize network performance measurers, as well
as video quality metrics, to characterize the performance and
interaction between network and application layers of video
streams for various network scenarios. We show that video
transport performance can be enhanced with small changes in
TCP Slow Start.

Keywords—Video streaming; high speed networks; TCP conges-
tion control; Packet retransmissions; Packet loss.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Transmission control protocol (TCP) is the dominant trans-
port protocol of the Internet, providing reliable data transmis-
sion for the large majority of applications. For data applica-
tions, the perceived quality of experience is the total transport
time of a given file. For real time (streaming) applications,
the perceived quality of experience involves not only the
total transport time, but also the amount of data discarded
at the client due to excessive transport delays. Transport
delays depend on how TCP handles flow control and packet
retransmissions. Therefore, video streaming user experience
depends heavily on TCP performance. TCP protocol interacts
with video application in non trivial ways. Widely used video
codecs, such as H-264, use compression algorithms that result
in variable bit rates along the playout time. In addition,
TCP has to cope with variable network bandwidth along the
transmission path. Network bandwidth variability is particu-
larly wide over paths with wireless access links of today,
where multiple transmission modes are used to maintain steady
packet error rate under varying interference conditions. As the
video playout rate and network bandwidth are independent, it
is the task of the transport protocol to provide a timely delivery
of video data so as to support a smooth playout experience.

In the last decade, many TCP variants have been proposed,
mainly motivated by performance reasons. As TCP perfor-
mance depends on network characteristics, and the Internet
keeps evolving, TCP variants are likely to continue to be
proposed. Most of the proposals deal with congestion window
size adjustment mechanism, which is called congestion avoid-
ance phase of TCP, since congestion window size controls the
amount of data injected into the network at a given time. In
prior work, we have introduced a delay based TCP window
flow control mechanism that uses path capacity and storage

estimation [5] [6]. The idea is to estimate bottleneck capacity
and path storage space, and regulate the congestion window
size using a control theoretical approach. Two versions of
this mechanism were proposed: one using a proportional
controlling equation [5], and another using a proportional
plus derivative controller [6]. More recently, we have studied
TCP performance of most popular TCP variants - Reno [2],
Cubic (Linux) [13], Compound (Windows) [14] - as well as
our proposed TCP variants: Capacity and Congestion Probing
(CCP) [5], and Capacity Congestion Plus Derivative (CCPD)
[6], in transmitting video streaming data over wireless path
conditions. Our proposed CCP and CCPD TCP variants utilize
delay based congestion control mechanism, and hence are
resistant to random packet losses experienced in wireless links.

In this paper, we show that it is possible to improve Slow
Start mechanism of TCP to improve video streaming over
Internet paths with wireless access links. More specifically, we
demonstrate that: i) Open loop nature of slow start negatively
affects video rendering quality; ii) Dampening congestion
window growth during slow start may negatively affect video
streaming performance; iii) Shortening slow start phase may
improve video performance. The material is organized as
follows. Related work discussion is provided on Section II.
Section III describes video streaming over TCP system. Sec-
tion IV introduces the TCP variants addressed in this paper,
as well as additional mechanisms to enhance video streaming
experience. Section VI addresses video delivery performance
evaluation for each TCP variant and attempted enhancements.
Section VII addresses directions we are pursuing as follow up
to this work.

II. RELATED WORK

The impact of wide variability of TCP throughput caused by
network packet losses on video streaming has been addressed
[10] [4]. In [10], variable rate video encoders are considered,
where video source adjusts its encoding rate according with
network available bandwidth in the streaming path. In [4],
a TCP Reno delay model is used by the video encoder to
change encoding mode according with network conditions.
Both approaches require a tight coupling between application
and transport protocol. These approaches are opposite to what
is taken in this work, which seeks to adjust video transport to
arbitrary video encoders.

Modifications of TCP protocol to enhance video streaming
have been recently proposed. Pu et al. [12] have proposed a
proxy TCP architecture for higher performance on paths with
last hop wireless links. The proxy TCP node implements a
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variation of TCP for which additive increase multiplicative
decrease (AIMD) congestion windowcwnd adjustment is
disabled, and replaced with a fair scheduler at the entrance
of the wireless link. The approach, however, does not touch
TCP sender at the video server side, which limits overall video
streaming performance as characterized in [8].

A different approach to improving the transport of video
streams is presented by [11]. Their work seeks to improve
video streaming performance by streaming over multiple
paths, as well as adapting video transmission rates to the
network bandwidth available. Such approach, best suited to
distributed content delivery systems, requires coordination
between multiple distribution sites. In contrast, we seek to
improve each network transport session carrying a video
session by adapting TCP source behavior, independently of
the video encoder.

Another distinct aspect of our current work is that we
propose improvements on Slow Start, which is widely used by
many TCP variants, on real client and server network stacks
that are widely deployed for video streaming, via VLC open
source video client, and standard HTTP server. We seek to
understand how small changes in TCP Slow Start may affect
the quality of user experience.

III. V IDEO STREAMING OVER TCP

Video streaming over HTTP/TCP involves an HTTP server
side, where video files are made available for streaming
upon HTTP requests, and a video client, which places HTTP
requests to the server over the Internet, for video streaming.
Fig. 1 illustrates video streaming components.

cwndrwnd

playout buffer

video
rendering

Client Server

awnd TCP

Application

video file

Internet

packetization

Fig. 1: Video Streaming over TCP

An HTTP server stores encoded video files, available upon
HTTP requests. Once a request is placed, a TCP sender is
instantiated to transmit packetized data to the client machine.
At TCP transport layer, a congestion window is used for flow
controlling the amount of data injected into the network. The
size of the congestion window,cwnd, is adjusted dynamically,
according to the level of congestion in the network, as well
as the space available for data storage,awnd, at the TCP
client receiver buffer. Congestion window space is freed only
when data packets are acknowledged by the receiver, so that
lost packets are retransmitted by the TCP layer. At the client
side, in addition to acknowledging arriving packets, TCP
receiver sends back its current available spaceawnd, so that
at the sender side,cwnd ≤ awnd at all times. At the client
application layer, a video player extracts data from a playout
buffer, filled with packets delivered by TCP receiver from its

buffer. The playout buffer is used to smooth out variable data
arrival rate.

A. Interaction between Video streaming and TCP

At the server side, HTTP server retrieves data into the TCP
sender buffer according withcwnd size. Hence, the injection
rate of video data into the TCP buffer is different than the
video variable encoding rate. In addition, TCP throughput
performance is affected by the round trip time of the TCP
session. This is a direct consequence of the congestion window
mechanism of TCP, where only up to acwnd worth of bytes
can be delivered without acknowledgements. Hence, for a fixed
cwnd size, from the sending of the first packet until the first
acknowledgement arrives, a TCP session throughput is capped
at cwnd/rtt. For each TCP Slow Start variant, to be described
shortly, the size of the congestion window is computed by a
specific algorithm at time of packet acknowledgement recep-
tion by the TCP source. However, for all TCP variants, the
size of the congestion window is capped by the available TCP
receiver spaceawnd sent back from the TCP client.

At the client side, the video data is retrieved by the video
player into a playout buffer, and delivered to the video ren-
derer. Playout buffer may underflow, if TCP receiver window
empties out. On the other hand, playout buffer overflow does
not occur, since the player will not pull more data into the
playout buffer than it can handle.

In summary, video data packets are injected into the network
only if space is available at the TCP congestion window.
Arriving packets at the client are stored at the TCP receiver
buffer, and extracted by the video playout client at the video
nominal playout rate.

IV. A NATOMY OF TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL

TCP protocols fall into two categories, delay and loss
based. Advanced loss based TCP protocols use packet loss
as primary congestion indication signal, performing window
regulation ascwndk = f(cwndk−1), being ack reception
paced. Mostf functions follow an Additive Increase Multi-
plicative Decrease strategy, with various increase and decrease
parameters. TCP NewReno and Cubic are examples of AIMD
strategies. Delay based TCP protocols, on the other hand, use
queue delay information as the congestion indication signal,
increasing/decreasing the window if the delay is small/large,
respectively. Vegas, CCP and CCPD are examples of delay
based protocols.

Most TCP variants follow TCP Reno phase framework: slow
start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit, and fast recovery.

• Slow Start(SS) : This is the initial phase of a TCP
session, where no information about the session path
is assumed. In this phase, for each acknowledgement
received, two more packets are allowed into the network.
Hence, congestion windowcwnd is roughly doubled at
each round trip time. Notice that thecwnd size can only
increase in this phase. Therefore, in this phase there is
no flow control of the traffic into the network. This phase
ends when thecwnd size reaches a large value, dictated
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by ssthresh parameter, or when the first packet loss is
detected, whichever comes first. All widely used TCP
variants make use of the same slow start except Cubic
[13].

• Congestion Avoidance(CA) :This phase is entered when
the TCP sender detects a packet loss, or thecwnd size
reaches a target upper size calledssthresh (slow start
threshold). The sender controls thecwnd size to avoid
path congestion. Each TCP variant has a different method
of cwnd size adjustment.

• Fast Retransmit and fast recovery(FR) :The purpose
of this phase is to freeze allcwnd size adjustments in
order to take care of retransmissions of lost packets.

Fig. 2 illustrates various phases of a TCP session. Our inter-
est is in the Slow Start phase of TCP, at the left of the figure,
which dictates how much traffic is allowed into the network
before congestion avoidance takes place. A comprehensive
tutorial of TCP features can be found in [1].

pkt loss pkt loss pkt loss

SS FR CA CA

λhigh

λmed

λlow

time

cw
nd

/r
tt

Fig. 2: TCP Congestion Window Dynamics vs Video Playout

For most TCP variants widely used today, with exception of
Cubic, the slow start phase may negatively impact video expe-
rience, for two reasons: i) the amount of traffic injected into the
network path is independent of the network path conditions,as
well as the video playout rate; ii) Slow start phase typically
ends with a largecwnd size, which causes multiple packet
losses, and may trigger long fast retransmit/recovery periods.
During these periods, no new packets are admitted into the
network until all lost packets are successfully delivered.For
video streams, many of these lost packets may arrive too late
for frame rendering, causing excessive frame discards. Finally,
a responsive congestion avoidance mechanism affords quick
adaptation to network conditions, which decreases playout
buffer underflows as well as picture discards.

In this paper, we use CCP as a framework upon which we
design Slow Start variation mechanisms. TCP CCP was our
first attempt to design a delay based congestion avoidance
scheme based on solid control theoretical approach. The
cwnd size is adjusted according to a proportional controller
control law. The cwnd adjustment scheme is called at every
acknowledgement reception, and may result in either window
increase and decrease. In addition, packet loss does not trigger
any special cwnd adjustment. CCP cwnd adjustment scheme
is as per 1:

cwndk =
[Kp(B − xk)− in flight segsk]

2
0 ≤ Kp (1)

whereKp is a proportional gain,B is an estimated storage
capacity of the TCP session path, or virtual buffer size,xk is

the level of occupancy of the virtual buffer, or estimated packet
backlog, andin flight segs is the number of segments
in flight (unacknowledged). Typically, CCP cwnd dynamics
exhibit a dampened oscillation towards a given cwnd size,
upon cross traffic activity. Notice thatcwndk does not depend
on previous cwnd sizes, as with the other TCP variants. This
fact guarantees a fast responsiveness to network bandwidth
variations.

As CCP uses the same Slow Start mechanism as of most
TCP variants widely deployed nowadays, all lessons learn on
this paper are applicable to other TCP variants.

Let λ be the video average bit rate across its entire playout
time. That is,λ = V ideoSize/TotalP layoutT ime. Fig. 2
illustrates three video playout rate cases:λhigh, λmed, λlow:

λhigh The average playout rate is higher than the transmission
rate. In this case, playout buffer is likely to empty out,
causing buffer underflow condition.

λmed The average playout rate is close to the average transmis-
sion rate. In this case, buffer underflow is not likely to
occur, affording a smooth video rendering at the client.

λlow The average playout rate is lower than the transmission
rate. In this case, playout buffer may overflow, causing
picture discards due to overflow condition. In practice,
this case does not happen if video client pulls data from
the TCP socket, as it is commonly the case. In addition,
TCP receiver buffer will not overflow either, because
cwnd at the sender side is capped by the available TCP
receiver buffer spaceawnd reported by the receiver.

V. TCP SLOW START IMPROVEMENTS FORV IDEO

STREAMING

We focus on the slow start phase, since as mentioned before,
it is a phase at which much harm can be done to video
streaming due to its open feedback nature. The original idea
of Slow Start was to increasecwnd as quickly as possible to
large values, so that more data throughput could be achieved
on a short period of time. However, for video applications,
the ideal throughput should be close to the video rendering
rate. So, there is no use in targeting too high throughput. For
these changes, we target our CCP TCP variant, since we have
control over its implementation.

• ShortSlowStart: In this scheme, our TCP variant
(CCPSSS) in slow start attempts to transition into conges-
tion avoidance as quickly as possible. However, because
CCP requires estimation of network path capacity in
congestion avoidance phase, the scheme waits until a first
capacity estimate is available to transition out of slow
start.

• VideoRateStart: In this scheme, TCP variant (CCPVS)
in slow start attempts to set itscwnd to a size such that
its resulting throughput (cwnd/rtt) be close to the video
average playout rate. Hence,cwnd is expected to stabilize
on a given value, during Slow Start.

• VideoRateSsthresh: In this scheme (CCPLSS),
ssthresh parameter, which caps the maximum value of
the cwnd before TCP leaves slow start and transitions
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into congestion avoidance, is adjusted to correspond
to the average video playout rate. That is, the scheme
delivers a throughput around the video playout rate at
the time of transition out of slow start.

VI. V IDEO STREAMING PERFORMANCE

CHARACTERIZATION FOR VARIOUS SLOW STARTS

Fig. 3 describes the network testbed used for emulating
a network path with wireless access link. An HTTP video
server and a VLC client machine are connected to two access
switches, which are connected to a link emulator, used to
adjust path delay and inject controlled random packet loss.
All links are 1Gbps, ensuring plenty of network capacity for
many video streams between client and server. No cross traffic
is considered, as this would make it difficult to isolate the
impact of TCP Slow Start mechanisms on video streaming
performance.

Fig. 3: Video Streaming Emulation Network

Video and network settings are as follows: video file
size:409Mbytes; Playback time:10min24sec; Average play-
back rate: 5.24Mbps; Encoding: MPEG-4; video codec:
H.264/AVC; frame rate: 30fps; audio codec: MPEG-4 AAC;
playout buffer size:656Kbytes, which drives initial buffer-
ing delay. TCP sender and receiver maximum buffer size:
256Mbytes. The VLC client is attached to the network via
a WiFi link. Iperf is used to measure the available wireless
link bandwidth, to make sure it is higher than the average
video playout rate. Packet loss is hence induced only by the
wireless link, and is reflected in the number of TCP packet
retransmissions.

Performance measurers adopted, in order of priority, are:

• Picture discards: number of frames discarded by the
video decoder. This measurer defines the number of
frames skipped by the video rendered at the client side.

• Buffer underflow: number of buffer underflow events
at video client buffer. This measurer defines the number
of “catch up” events, where the video freezes and then
resumes at a faster rate until all late frames have been
played out.

• Packet retransmissions:number of packets retransmit-
ted by TCP. This is a measure of how efficient the TCP
variant is in transporting the video stream data. It is likely
to impact video quality in large round trip time path con-
ditions, where a single retransmission doubles network
latency of packet data from an application perspective.

We organize our test cases into the following categories:

• Typical round trip time
• Short round trip time
• Large round trip time

For each of these categories, we have run five trial exper-
iments for each TCP Slow Start variant. Results are reported
as average and standard deviation bars.

A. Typical round trip time

Fig. 4 zooms into the first 30 secs of video streaming, to
highlight cwnd dynamics during slow start (X-axis in units of
100msecs). CCP(1) shows a standardcwnd ramp up (first 2
secs of session), wherecwnd size is doubled at every round
trip time. CCPLSS also shows a similarcwnd ramp up, which
is because the only difference is thessthresh value used. In
contrast, CCPVS and CCPSSS rapidly ramp up theircwnd
size to a high value. CCPSSS shows oscillations oncwnd
size due to early poor capacity estimation.

Fig. 5 reports on bottleneck capacity estimation of each TCP
variant. The graphs show that there is no difference in capacity
estimation across the TCP variants. This is not surprising,
given that the capacity estimation method, based on a packet
pair dispersion measurement, is the same across all variants.
Each TCP session sees around 15 Mbps bottleneck capacity,
which in our experiment topology corresponds to the available
bandwidth of the wireless WiFi access link.

Fig. 6 reports on the average packet round trip time seen
by each TCP variant along the video streaming session. The
graphs’ dynamics has a 100msec support line, which is the
round trip propagation delay between video source and client.
In addition, the higher and more dense these graphs are, the
more aggressive the TCP variant is. All variants present a
highly dynamic rtt variation, which poses a challenge in video
rendering from the video playout buffer.

Fig. 7 depicts video streaming and TCP performance under
typical propagation delay of 100msecs. In this case, CCP(1)
delivers best video experience, followed by CCPLSS. All
variants feature small to negligible packet retransmissions
except CCP(1), which is evidence of how vanilla Slow Start
TCP hurts video streaming.
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Fig. 4: Congestion window: first 30 secs; rtt=100msec

B. Short round trip time

In this experimental settings, VLC client and server are
connected via a very short path, with propagation delay of
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Fig. 5: Capacity estimation; rtt=100msec
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Fig. 6: Packet delay; rtt=100msec

around 3msec. Fig. 8 depicts thecwnd evolution of the first
30 secs of a video experiment trial. For all variants, we can
see various Slow Start periods, wherecwnd returns to small
values and ramps up again. This is because the network path
has very small space for packet storage, hence most congestion
may be considered severe, which causes the TCP session to
return to Slow Start phase.

Fig. 9 depicts packet round trip times measured between
TCP sender and receiver. We first notice that this measure-
ment includes retransmission at the network and WiFi link
layers. The much inflated round trip time values measured as
compared with propagation delay of around 3msec points to
a large number of packet retransmissions, which is expected
under short network path storage space. CCP(1) is clearly
the most aggressive TCP variant, incurring in more packet
delays than the other variants. CCPLSS seems to present a
compromise between low and high round trip times. Notice
that a constantly low rtt is not necessarily good, as it may
indicate that the TCP variant is not responsive to network load
and bottleneck variations throughout the streaming session.

Fig. 10 shows the video and TCP performance for this short
rtt propagation delay scenario. In this case, CCPLSS delivers

a) VLC performance b) TCP packets retransmitted
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Fig. 7: Video Performance vs TCP performance; rtt=100msec
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Fig. 8: Congestion window: first 30 secs; rtt=3msec

best video streaming quality, with least number of playout
buffer underflows, as well as the least number of discarded
pictures. Performance of all TCP variants are sharply different
because of the repeated return of TCP session to Slow Start,
due to the short network path (small storage space).

C. Large round trip time

Fig. 11 zooms into the first 30 secs of video streaming,
for the case of long round trip propagation delay. Notice
that thecwnd oscillations are larger, which is expected for
feedback loops with large dead time (propagation delay).
Despite largecwnd oscillations, packet delays, not shown
for space considerations, are more flat, due to more storage
capacity in the long network path.

Finally, Fig. 12 reports VLC and TCP performance for long
propagation delay. This long path case confirms that for high
path storage conditions CCP(1) delivers best video streaming
performance. This is evidence that aggressive TCP protocols
deliver better video streaming performance when network path
has enough storage space.

In our performance evaluation, we have not attempted to
tune VLC client to minimize frame discards, even though VLC
settings may be used to lower the number of frame discards. In
addition, no tuning of TCP parameters was performed to better
video client performance for any of the TCP variants studied.
We have simply used parameter values from our previous study
of CCP performance of file transfers [7]. All changes were
limited to the Slow Start phase of TCP.
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a) VLC performance b) TCP packets retransmitted
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Fig. 10: Video Performance vs TCP performance; rtt=3msec

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have introduced and evaluated a few varia-
tions of the slow start phase of TCP protocol to improve TCP
transport performance of video streams. We have characterized
TCP performance with these schemes when transporting video
streaming applications over wireless network paths via open
source experiments. Our experimental results show that tuning
ssthresh parameter to deliver video playout rate throughput
when TCP transitions out of Slow Start delivers better Video
Streaming performance on short network paths. As future
work, we are currently exploring changes in the congestion
avoidance phase of TCP, in order to further improve video
streaming.
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